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Abstract
We model and simulate the performance of charge-transfer in nonphotochemical quenching (NPQ) in the CP29 lightharvesting antenna-complex associated with photosystem II (PSII). The model consists of five discrete excitonic
energy states and two sinks, responsible for the potentially damaging processes and charge-transfer channels, respectively. We demonstrate that by varying (i) the parameters of the chlorophyll-based dimer, (ii) the resonant properties
of the protein-solvent environment interaction, and (iii) the energy transfer rates to the sinks, one can significantly
improve the performance of the NPQ. Our analysis suggests strategies for improving the performance of the NPQ in
response to environmental changes, and may stimulate experimental verification.
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1. Introduction
Photosynthesis in plants and algae is powered by
rapid transfer of excitation energy to the reaction center (RC). At full sunlight intensities the rate of photon
capture exceeds the rate of downstream electron transfer
catalyzed by the cytochrome b6f complex by a factor of
10 [1]. In this case, the PSII RC becomes over-reduced
blocking further photochemistry. As a result, damaging processes occur. In particular, the energy of excess
chlorophyll excited states can be used for production
of singlet oxygen species which can destroy the photosynthetic organism. To survive intense sunlight fluctuations, photosynthetic organisms have evolved many
protective strategies, including NPQ [2] (and references
therein).
NPQ is a strategy for partial suppression of the damaging channels. Excessive sunlight energy is transferred
into quenching channels, including energy dissipation
by the xanthophyll cycle carotenoids. The initiation of
NPQ includes four main stages: (1) protonation processes (on timescales up to a few milliseconds) which
are accompanied by decreasing pH in particular regions
of the LHC; (2) geometrical reorganizations due to conPreprint submitted to Physics Letters A

formational changes of the protein-solvent environment
(on timescales up to a few minutes and more); and (3)
very rapid exciton transfer (ET) to charge transfer or
damaging channels, on timescales up to a few picoseconds.
Here, we consider only stage (3) of the NPQ process:
energy transfer inside the LHC and to the sinks. The
success of NPQ depends on the efficiency with which
energy gets transferred away from damaging processes.
In this paper, we ask how this efficiency depends, on
one hand, on parameters that can be changed by the
plant via adaptation (mutation), and, on the other hand,
on noise characteristics of the protein-solvent environment. Specifically, we analyze stage (3) of the NPQ
mechanism in CP29 LHCs of plants and green algae by
a charge-transfer state (CTS), discussed in [3] (see also
[4, 5, 6])1 . We build on the model developed in [7, 8],
and demonstrate numerically that the performance of
the NPQ mechanism can be significantly improved by
varying (i) characteristics of the chlorophyll dimer, (ii)
1 Note, that there are many NPQ related mechanisms discussed in
the literature, but a consensus does not yet exist, see e.g., [2], and
references therein.
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resonant properties of protein-solvent interaction, and
(iii) the ET rates to sinks. Our analysis suggests strategies for restoring NPQ efficiency in response to environmental changes.
2. Model and main equations
Energy transfer processes of the NPQ mechanism
can be modeled by describing the sites associated with
light-sensitive chlorophyll or carotenoid molecules by
discrete excitonic energy states, |ni (where n enumerates the sites of the LHC). Both the damaging and the
quenching channels can be characterized by their corresponding energy sinks, |S n i, that provide independent
continuum electron energy spectra [7, 8]. These sinks
can have very complex structures. They can be responsible for many quasi-reversible chemical reactions, such
as primary charge separation processes in the photosynthetic RCs [9, 10], creation of CTS and singlet oxygen production [7, 8], and coherent quantum effects
[11, 12, 13, 14] even at ambient temperature. Generally,
each sink, |S n i, is connected to a particular site, |ni. The
energy transfer from this state to its sink is characterized
by the corresponding ET rate, Γn . For those sites which
are not connected to sinks, the corresponding ET rates
vanish.
In our model, five discrete excitonic energy states and
two energy sinks are embedded in a protein-solvent environment. The environment is modeled by a random
telegraph process (RTP). (See Fig. 1.) For simplicity,
we include only the first excited states of the chlorophyll
and carotenoid molecules. More general consideration
should also include their long-lived excited states [2].
This generalization is straightforward within our framework.
Under reasonable assumptions, the quantum dynamics of the ET can be described by an effective nonHermitian Hamiltonian [7, 8], H̃ = H − iW, where,
X
X
Vmn |mihn|,
εn |nihn| +
H=
n

Figure 1: Schematic of the NPQ model consisting of five discrete
excitonic states, |ni, (n = 0, ..., 4), and two independent sinks, |S 0 i
(connected to the damaging state), and |S 4 i (connected to the CTS
that helps dissipate energy as part of the NPQ strategy). The blue
rectangular indicates the dimer based on the excited states of a pair of
chlorophyll molecules. The red dashed lines indicate non-zero matrix
elements used in numerical simulations.

in [3]. We use the following notation (see Fig. 1 and
[3]): The discrete electron state, |1i ≡ |Chla∗5 i, is the excited electron state of Chla5 . The discrete electron state,
|2i ≡ |Chlb∗5 i, is the excited electron state of Chlb5 . The
discrete state, |3i ≡ |(Chla5 − Zea)∗ i, is the heterodimer
excited state, where “Zea” denotes the carotenoid Zeaxanthin. The discrete state, |4i ≡ |(Chla−5 − Zea+ )∗ i, is
the CTS of the heterodimer. The sink, |S 4 i, is the continuum part of the CTS (channel), associated with dissipation of energy, and thereby suppression of the damaging channel. The discrete part of the damaging channel
is the state, |0i, and the sink, |S 0 i, is the continuum part
of the damaging channel.
All matrix elements, Vmn , in the Hamiltonian (1) describe interactions between the discrete excitonic states.
Each sink is characterized by two parameters: the rate,
Γ0 (Γ4 ), of ET into the sink, |S 0 i (|S 4 i), from the corresponding attached discrete state, |0i (|4i), and the efficiency (cumulative time-dependent probability), η0 (t)
(η4 (t)), for the exciton to be absorbed by the corresponding sink. Note, that both, Γ0 and Γ4 , characterize only
the rates of destruction of the exciton in the CP29 LHC.
They do not describe any subsequent chemical reactions
that take place in the damaging and the charge-transfer
channels. In this sense, our model describes only the
primary NPQ processes in the ET, and it does not describe the processes which occur in both sinks. The
latter occur on relatively large timescales, and require
a detailed knowledge of the structures of the sinks, and
additional methods for their analysis.
The dynamics of the system can be described by the

m,n

m, n = 0, 1, . . . , 4,
is the dressed Hamiltonian, and
1 X
W=
Γn |nihn|.
2 n={0,4}

(1)

(2)

In (1), εn is the renormalized energy of the discrete state,
|ni, and the parameter, Γn , in (2) is the tunneling rate to
the n-th sink (only Γ0 and Γ4 are included).
In our model, the dimer, which consists of two
chlorophylls, Chla5 and Chlb5 , each in an excited electron state, participates in the NPQ process, as described
2

The evolution of the average components of the density matrix is described by the following system of ordinary differential equations [7, 8]:

Liouville-von Neumann equation,
ρ̇ = i[ρ, H] − {W, ρ},

(3)

where {W, ρ} = Wρ + ρW.
We define the ET efficiency of tunneling to all N sinks
as,
Z t
Tr{W, ρ(τ)}dτ.
(4)
η(t) = 1 − Tr(ρ(t)) =

d
hρi = i[hρi, H] − {W, hρi} − iBhρξ i, (12)
dt
d ξ
hρ i = i[hρξ i, H] − {W, hρξ i − iBhρi − 2γhρξ i, (13)
dt

0

with

This can be expressed as the sum of time-integrated
probabilities of trapping an electron into the n-th sink,
[13, 14]:
X
η(t) =
ηn (t),
(5)

B=

ηn (t)

=

Γn

(dm − dn )|mihn|,

(14)

m,n

dm = λm σ,
ξ

hρ i = hξρi/σ.

n

Z

X

(15)
(16)

t

ρnn (τ)dτ ,

The average, h . . . i, is taken over the random process.
We used the approach developed in [22, 23, 24] for the
RTP to derive Eqs. (12) and (13).
Employing Eqs. (12)–(16), one can show that the following normalization condition is satisfied,

(6)

0

where ηn (t) is the efficiency of the n-th sink. In particular, for our model (Fig. 1), complete suppression of
the damaging channel at all times occurs if η0 (t) = 0.
This would be the most desirable outcome, leading to
maximal effectiveness of the NPQ mechanism.
In the presence of the protein-solvent noisy environment, the evolution of the system can be described
by the following effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian
[7, 8],
H̃tot = H − iW + V(t),

4
X

Resonant noise
(8)

The ET rate of the “donor-acceptor” dimer depends
on the noise characteristics of the RTP. In particular,
there exist the conditions of “resonant noise” resulting
in a maximal ET rate [18, 21]. According to [18], the
ET rate, ΓDA , is given by:

m,n

with m, n = {0, 1, . . . , 4}, describes the influence of the
protein-solvent noisy environment. The noise matrix elements, λmn (t), lead to both relaxation and decoherence
processes. In what follows, we restrict ourselves to the
diagonal noise effects. (See also [15, 16, 17], and references therein.) Then, one can write,
λmn (t) = λn δmn ξ(t) ,

ΓDA =

(9)

′

8γ|VDA |2 d2
,
− ε2 )2 + 4γ2 ε2

d = (λD − λA )σ,

(18)

(19)

is the renormalized amplitude of the noise. As one can
see from Eq. (18), the rate, ΓDA , has a maximum,
4γ|VDA |2
,
Γ(max)
DA = p 4
ε + 4γ2 ε2 − ε2

(10)

hξ(t)ξ(t′ )i = σ2 e−2γ|t−t | ,

(d2

where

where λn is the coupling constant at site, n, and ξ(t) is a
random process. Generalization to local protein-solvent
environments can be done following [18].
We describe the protein-solvent noisy environment
by a random telegraph process (RTP), ξ(t), with the following properties [19, 20],
hξ(t)i = 0,

(17)

Eq. (17) requires that the total probability of finding the
exciton among the five discrete levels and in two sinks
is unity for all times.

(7)

where the operator,
X
V(t) =
λmn (t)|mihn| ,

hρnn (t)i + η0 (t) + η4 (t) = 1.

n=0

(11)

(20)

(res)
at the “resonant amplitude” dDA
= (ε4 + 4γ2 ǫ 2 )1/4 ≈ ε
(last expression is valid for 2γ ≪ ε, which is assumed
in our numerical simulations).

where σ is the amplitude of noise, and 2γ is the decay
rate of the noise correlation function.
3

Weakly and strongly coupled chlorophyll dimer
In the numerical simulations we report on in the next
section, we call the chlorophyll-based dimer, |Chla∗5 i −
|Chlb∗5 i ≡ |1i − |2i weakly coupled if |V12 /δ| ≪ 1, where
δ = ε1 −ε2 . In this case, two orbitals (eigenfunctions) of
the dimer, |ϕ− i and |ϕ+ i, are close to the unperturbed site
states, |ϕ− i ≈ |1i and |ϕ+ i ≈ |2i [7]. We call the dimer
strongly coupled if |V12 /δ| & 1. In this case, the two
orbitals of the dimer, |ϕ− i and |ϕ+ i, represent mixtures
of the two site states [7]. The
p corresponding eigenenergies are: E± = (ε1 +ε2 )/2 ± δ2 + 4|V12 |2 /2 (E+ > E− ).
Usually, the chlorophyll-based dimer, |1i−|2i, is weakly
coupled in the CP29 LHC. However, according to [3],
in the NPQ regime this dimer becomes strongly coupled. This transformation of the dimer from weakly
to strongly coupled can occur, for example, due to an
asymmetric modification (as a result of asymmetric protonation) of local potentials at sites |1i and |2i.

Figure 2: Time dependence of the NPQ efficiency, η4 (t). Solid/dotted
curves demonstrate weakly/strongly coupled chlorophyll dimer. Resonant noise on the transition |1i ⇄ |0i (d0 = −90): Γ0 = 2 (red),
Γ0 = 1 (blue). Non-resonant noise on the transition, |1i ⇄ |0i
(d0 = 0): Γ0 = 2 (green). The insert demonstrates the dynamics of the
NPQ efficiency for short times. Fixed parameters: V10 = V20 = 30,
V12 = 15, V13 = V34 = 25, ε0 = −90, ε1 = 60, ε1 − ε2 = δ, ε3 = 45,
ε4 = 30, Γ4 = 10, γ = 10, d1 = 60, d2 = 90, d3 = 45, d4 = 30. Initial
conditions: |ϕ(0)i = |ϕ− i.

Table 1: Efficiency η4 .

3. Results of numerical simulations
We analyzed the dependence of NPQ performance on
the following parameters: (1) the resonant properties of
the protein-solvent environmental noise (controlled by
parameter d), (2) the coupling strength of chlorophyllbased dimer (controlled by |V12 /δ|; we fix V12 , and vary
δ), and (3) the rates to the sinks, controlled by Γ0 . We
numerically computed the solutions of Eqs. (12) and
(13) for the density matrix components, averaged over
noise realizations. In all numerical simulations, we set
~ = 1. Then, the values of parameters in energy units
are measured in ps−1 (1ps−1 ≈ 0.66meV). Time is measured in ps.
Noise amplitudes, dn (n = 0, ..., 4), were chosen close
to those discussed in the literature. In particular, “resonant conditions” (dn − dm ≈ εn − εm ), discussed in
[18], were used for the dimer transitions, |mi ⇄ |ni
(m, n = 1, 2, 3, 4). The noise correlation decay rate
was 2γ = 20 ps−1 . The rates to the sinks were: Γ0 =
1 and 2 ps−1 , and Γ4 = 10 ps−1 .
Fig. 2 shows the results of our numerical simulations: the efficiency, η4 (t), of the sink |S 4 i, which is
associated with the beneficial charge-transfer channel.
The efficiency, η4 (t), saturates at relatively short times,
t sat = (2 − 4) ps. Note, that in the saturation regime, all
density matrix elements, ρnm (t) (for discrete states), approach zero, and the total probability accumulates in the
two sinks. Table 1 provides an overview of the resulting
efficiency, η4 .

Improving the NPQ performance by transition from
weakly to strongly coupled chlorophyll dimer
The solid red curve in Fig. 2 corresponds to the
weakly coupled chlorophyll dimer, |1i − |2i (V12 = 15,
δ = ε1 − ε2 = −90, |V12 /δ| ≈ 0.17) with a relatively high
rate to the damaging sink, Γ0 = 2, and resonant environmental noise applied to the dimer |1i − |0i. In this case,
the asymptotic efficiency of the NPQ is relatively small,
η4 ≈ 80%. This means that 20% of the photosynthetic
organisms die in this regime.
Suppose that the weakly coupled chlorophyll dimer,
|1i−|2i, is transformed in the NPQ regime to be strongly
coupled, as assumed in [3]. The result of this transformation is demonstrated by the red-dotted curve (V12 =
15, δ = −15, |V12 /δ| = 1). The saturated efficiency approaches, η4 ≈ 85%. The outcome of the transformation
from weakly to strongly coupled dimer thus improves
the efficiency, η4 , by approximately 5%. This improvement is the result of destructive interference effects for
4

the probability amplitude of state |0i.
Similar effects of improvement of the NPQ efficiency
occur when the ET rate, Γ0 , to the damaging channel
is set to Γ0 = 1. Weakly coupled chlorophyll dimer
now results in η4 ≈ 87.5% efficiency (blue curve in Fig.
2, δ = −90, Γ0 = 1), while strongly coupled chlorophyll dimer is performing ≈ 2.5% better, resulting in
η4 ≈ 90% (blue-dotted curve, δ = −15, Γ0 = 1). Even
though the absolute values of the NPQ efficiencies have
increased (in comparison with the case Γ0 = 2), the relative improvement is less.

As we discussed above, efficiency would be partially
restored by a transition from weakly to strongly coupled chlorophyll-based dimer. This transformation increases the NPQ efficiency, η4 , by ≈ 5% (red-dotted
curve, η4 ≈ 85%). Another way is to keep the weakly
coupled dimer, |1i − |2i, but to decrease the ET rate,
Γ0 , to the damaging channel, which improves the NPQ
efficiency to ≈ 87.5%.

4. Conclusion

Improving the NPQ performance by transition from resonant to non-resonant environmental noise

We demonstrated that the efficiency of the chargetransfer nonphotochemical quenching in CP29 can be
improved by transformation from a weakly to a strongly
coupled Chla∗5 − Chlb∗5 dimer. This transformation
could be related to the NPQ mechanism by the CTS
discussed in [3]. We also demonstrated strategies for
restoring the NPQ efficiency when the environment
changes. We analyzed numerically only a limited
number of the possible system-environment scenarios.
Many additional considerations and generalizations
can be studied using our approach. The mathematical
advantages of our approach are that it (i) allowed
us to derive an exact and closed system of ordinary
differential equations, which is easy to analyze and
to solve numerically and (ii) does not require the use
of small parameters and uncontrolled perturbative
techniques. We expect that the results discussed in this
paper will be useful for a better understanding of the
NPQ mechanisms in photosynthetic organisms, and
will stimulate new experimental studies. In particular,
the experimental verification of possible mechanisms
of transformation from a weakly to a strongly coupled
chlorophyll-based dimer, in the NPQ regime, would be
of significant interest. One of the important theoretical
problems for future research is to understand how the
relationship between (in)efficient use of information
and energy dissipation [25, 26, 27] comes to bear on
the approach presented here.

NPQ efficiency improves by approximately 10%
when non-resonant environmental noise is applied to
the dimer |1i − |0i: weak coupling and Γ0 = 2 lead
to η4 ≈ 80% under resonant noise (red curve), and to
η4 ≈ 90% under non-resonant noise (green curve).
The most favorable case of the ones we tried here
is strong coupling and Γ0 = 2 under non-resonant
noise (green-dotted curve), resulting in an efficiency of
≈ 97.5%. We would expect that if we do an optimization over parameters, than the efficiency should be even
closer to 100%.
Restoring NPQ efficiency in response to environmental
change
The results presented in Fig. 2 can be used to develop strategies for restoring NPQ efficiency in response
to changes in the environment. To summarize, the efficiency, η4 , is lowest (≈ 80%) with weak coupling, larger
Γ0 , and resonant noise. By switching to strong coupling,
and also to lower Γ0 , the efficiency increases to ≈ 90%.
There is another way to change the efficiency from 80%
to 90%, and that is simply by switching from resonant
to non-resonant noise.
This suggests that pH-dependent modifications of the
choroiphyll dimer coupling in CP29 could restore NPQ
efficiency in response to environment changes. Imagine
that the CP29 dimer operates with weak coupling and
large Γ0 , under non-resonant noise, where the NPQ efficiency is η4 ≈ 90% (corresponding to the green curve
in Fig. 2). Now, suppose that the protein-solvent environment experiences a modification which results in
resonant noise on the dimer |1i − |0i. This modification increases the ET rate to the damaging channel, |S 0 i,
and, correspondingly, decreases the NPQ efficiency to
η4 ≈ 80% (red curve in Fig. 2). This effect could then
be counteracted by switching to strong dimer coupling
and lower Γ0 , thereby restoring the efficiency to 90%.
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